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Dear friends.

So we come to the end of our first week - is it really only a
week? - and the end too of the Franco-German-hosted period. The house
is still full, and young people are arriving in considerable numbers
for the youth forum that starts on Wednesday: there will be some 200
here by then. We're at a change-over time, with a few precious hours
to absorb and digest the riches of this first section of the summer.

1 enclose copies of the three press stories that went out this
week, which give you some poor idea of what was said. Yesterday's
meeting was one of the greats, deeply moving. The theme 'The price of
freedom' brought to the platform a French woman, and a German woman who
spoke together of victory over suffering, and with victory in their
hearts and voices. The references to the martyrs of the 20th July plot
against Hitler's life led to a moment when Philippe Mottu, himself
deeply moved, revealed a largely unknown page and debt from Caux's
history. Then to close what was already a superbly memorable meeting -
Cardinal Konigl

The opening story has appeared widely in the Swiss press. One
Lausanne paper headlined, 'The great crowds of the great days.' And
we've also had several long visits and interviews from journalists. So
far 'not one negative note'. But these younger journalists, who know
nothing about MRA, good or bad, find it very hard to understand, and
thus keep us on our toes with many probing questions. We look forward
to seeing their feature articles when they come out.

The week has been rich in the fruits of the last months' Franco-

German teamwork, and several threads for the future are already coming
clear. The group from Cameroon were touched by the way they were
included and cared for, and have invited a Franco-German team to come
and support them 'on the ground'. Discussions with Mr Bersani (see
enclosed story) and the Lebanese have led to plans for a Mediterranean
session next summer in Caux. There are hopes of putting on the new
German play about an Alsatian church minister, Oberlin, in Strasbourg.
A month's showings of the Irene Laure film are planned in Karlsruhe,
with the full support of a French team...

Caux, as ever, is an amazing mixture. 1 feel that 1 am sitting
with a multi-coloured pile of jigsaw pieces, trying to put them all
into one picture for you; maybe the pieces are not all from one
puzzle? The evening programmes have been most varied - and of the
very highest level. The Haddens, Frances and Richard, wove a magic
spell around young and old one evening in the great hall with a
two-piano concert 'From Bach to rock and back again', via jazz. They
spoke movingly of their marriage in that very hall, and the blessing
that they had received from Frank Buchman, and they told of their
experiences in China and their friendship with Chiang Kai-shek and Chou
En-lai. Children, teenagers, old friends who had not seen them in
years rose to applaud them at the end.




